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ABOUT THE BOOK
For Juniper and her little brother Bear, escaping 

their cage of a city has always been a secret 
dream. But when scientists discover the siblings 
are key to a merciless plan, their escape becomes 

more than that. Now it’s a flight for their lives. 
As Juniper and Bear journey further from the 

city, they soon learn that there’s cruelty in 
nature as well as beauty. Will they ever find the 

home they’re searching for?

Where the Wild Things Are is perfect for children 
aged 9+ and is a beautiful, exciting adventure 

story with an ecological warning which delivers 
a passionate rallying cry to protect our precious 

wildlife.
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         all ab
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This educational resource pack is based  
on  Nicola Penfold’s thrilling debut novel Where the World 

turns Wild and is an ideal guide for children in Key Stage 2 & 
3. It includes sneak peeks from the text, with corresponding 

reflection questions and activities to keep you excited and 
eager to read the book. Featuring themes of ‘Environmental 
Awareness’, ‘Climate Activism’ and ‘The Natural World’, this 

pack is the perfect guide to enhance your reading in  
the classroom or at home.

We hope you enjoy working your way 
through this pack.

Dear reader,



Imagine what the world would be like without any animals, trees or 
flowers. Can you draw what this would look like? How would it make 

you feel? Would there be any dangerous implications?

‘Once upon a time…’? What type of stories usually begin like this? What 
effect doesit have? How is this story similar to a fairy tale? How is it 

different? Describe the ReWilders’ plan in three sentences.  
Were they wrong to create the disease?

Spend some time looking through different versions of traditional 
illustrated fairy tales, including Red Riding Hood, Hansel and Gretel 

and Sleeping Beauty. How are forests and the wild represented in these 
fairy tales? What sort of colours are used? Why? Hansel and Gretel 

and Into the Forest byAnthony Browne, as well as The Sleeper and the 
Spindle by Neil Gaiman, would be a great place to start!
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I just can't I just can't 

imagine... imagine... 

Things to discussThings to discussThings to discussThings to discuss
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The author describes the drones as the ‘city’s metal birds’. Why? 
What image does this create in your mind?  

Draw and label a picture below.
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What will  What will  

you draw?you draw?

Things to discussThings to discussThings to discussThings to discuss



What can you find out about global warming and its  
effects on the environment, for example bushfires, deforestation,  

melting icecaps? Is it only humans who have been affected?

Juniper is horrified by the terrible things humans have been doing to  
the world, including overfishing and filling the oceans with plastic.  

Spend some time exploring the Authors4Oceans website.  
What is their mission? Can you write your own pledge to look  

after the ocean? You could start like this: 

As I watch the beautiful sea sparkling,   As I watch the beautiful sea sparkling,   
I pledge to stop using plastic bags. I pledge to...I pledge to stop using plastic bags. I pledge to...

Bear says, ‘We’re carnivores, aren’t we?’ on page 171.  
What is a carnivore, omnivore and herbivore?  
Can you find out and draw an example of each?
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The legend of Romulus and Remus is described on page 179.  
Spend some time reading about this story. What parallels are there  
with Where the World Turns Wild? Perhaps you can turn the legend  

of Romulus and Remus into a play script and perform it for the  
rest of the class.

We learn that ‘Ennerdale’, in the ancient language of the Vikings, 
means‘Juniper Valley’. What else can you find out about Viking 
vocabulary?Perhaps you can create a glossary of Viking words.
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Using the information from the book, draw a map of the 
lanscape described. Make sure you refer to the city, the Buffer 
Zone, the farms, the North Edge and Ennerdale. You could use 

the grid below, add a compass direction and a key to  
show the location of each place mentioned.
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Imagine you are Imagine you are 

looking down!
looking down!

Things to make & doThings to make & doThings to make & doThings to make & do Flying high Flying high 

above the !above the !



The author describes the spiderwebs in the wild as ‘ornate, perfect 
hangings’. Take a wander outside and see if you can find some 

spiderwebs and make some observational drawings of them. Perhaps 
you can find out about the artist Vija Celmins and recreate your 

spiderweb artwork using black sugar paper and white chalk.

Create a piece of artwork using sticks, leaves and flowers which reflects 
the author’s description of the 

 
"folds coiling into circles and spirals"  "folds coiling into circles and spirals"  

 
that Juniper and Bear discover all around them. Remember to only  

use flowers and leaves which have fallen on to the ground.

How has the natural world been captured by famous artists? 
Look at ‘Water Lilies’ by Claude Monet, ‘The Flamingos’ by Henri 
Rousseau and ‘Black Mesa Landscape, New Mexico - Out Back of 

Marie’s’ by Georgia O’Keeffe. Which is your favourite? Why? Use the 
techniques employed by these artists to paint your own piece that 

celebrates the wildlife you can see.
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Which is your Which is your 

favourite?favourite?

Spider websSpider webs

scare me!!!scare me!!!

Things to make & doThings to make & doThings to make & doThings to make & do



Have Fun!Have Fun!

Lets go!Lets go!

You’ve now reached the end of this 
pack for Where the World turns Wild.

More Biblio-Buzz Resources
You can find more guides for the 2021 reading list at

www.alexandrapalace.com/learning

We hope these notes have proved to be a useful and fun
introduction to the themes and ideas found within this book.

We would love to see examples of any work created as a result of this pack, 
so please do email them over to us at: learning@alexandrapalace.com

Good luck                  Good luck                  

xoxo
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